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Who loves soccer
Who dislikes football
Who wants to go to football game
Who wishes to meet soccer players
Who is scared of football players
Who dreams of being in soccer
Determined to win the football game
Who is proud of me
And is a citizen of any country

-Andrew
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If you are sick from Covid you can’t go out
When you are in quarantine for weeks, you are good to go
If you can trust the doctors maybe I can too
But some doctors are not good
If you give me Covid I will give it back to you
And everything will be ok
If I wake from a bad dream wake me up
If I wake from a good dream just let me be
And I hope every dream will be the best dream
If you don’t wanna wake me up that’s ok too
Or you can wake me up that’s ok too
And we can share our dreams
If I’m sleep walking
Then hit me

-Andrew
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When I Grow Up

When I grow up I want to be the boss of the boys unit in Nunavik
To be rich in my town
And be a family man of my family
Who likes to eat at my place and celebrate
They can tell the kids stories about the past
Because there are elders
Can’t be one of them
I was raised to be a good man
A season from goose hunting
To be a good man, get a job
I know I am good
Becoming a hunter at this town
I would celebrate for them
Like a simple decoration for this man
With you I eat well
To everything that is good for my people
To be a good man

-Adamie
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Warm Up

What are some expectations that people have of you?
Follow the rules
Do paper work everyday
Respect other people
What are some expectations that you have for yourself?
Go home soon as I can
Respect the rules
Listen to staff
If you could be something for someone what would you be and
for whom?
I would be a water
I would be a doctor

-Adamie
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If

If you fall down, I take you back up
When you don’t know I teach you
If you can trust yourself you can do anything
But if you don’t trust yourself you can’t do nothing
If you help me I will help you
And try to be good at everything
If you could pick a name what would it be
If you own a country what would you name it
And stay out of trouble
If you are a dad
Or you’re a grandad
And what kind of name would you name them?
If you could go back to the past what would you change?
Then your life would be better

-Adamie
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Biography Poem

Tamusi
I love my mother and family.
Who dislikes poem.
Who want to go home.
Who wishes to meet Drake.
Who is scared of bravery.
Who dreams of a perfect life.
A determined life.
Who is proud of my mother
And a citizen
Inuit native.

-Tom
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A time you were surprised: Honda accident, drink and drive
A time you were lost and confused: too much drunk
A time when you were happy: When I first killed an animal
Something you’d love to see: in the spring with bird and geese
Your favorite place: away from town, to go on the land
A time you felt free: childhood, when we grow up lots to do
A time you were hurt: when I lost family members
Something you look forward to: something from the past

-Tom
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If

If you can walk or run don’t be so lazy
When you have a bad day, think about positive thoughts but not
too much
If you can trust yourself, believe in yourself
But I’m lazy sometimes, I have to work on this
If I am lazy I felt my weight really heavy
And my mind negative

-Tom
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When I grow up I want to be Hockey Player
To be a traveller to the other town
And trying to be the best player
Who likes to have fun and joy
Can’t be perfect all the time
I was raised to be a son, family
a season from my mother
I know where I come from
Who is becoming a hockey player
I would to better
Like a simple decoration for anything
With someone
To everything that is normal

-Tom
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If

If you can change the world
When Aliens are slaves
If you can trust Aliens you are fired
But kill the Alien before it kills you
If Aliens escape, we chase
And Aliens go to jail
If I can control aliens you can
If I cant you cant
And Aliens can
If humans can create, Aliens also can
Or you are mastermind
And have super powers in you
If you kill Alien
Then aliens alive again
Random LOL

-Tuniq
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When I grow up I want to Be a pilot
( after Chen Chen)

To be a pilot I have to do math a lot
And a pilot needs a good eye
Who likes to go out and camp out
They can tell where they’re going
Because they know it and remember where they’re going
Cant be a baller if you don’t practice
I was raised to be a good player and good person
A season from august is my month from birth
To be a good relative has to work on themselves
I know people are good but they let them down first
Who are becoming a successful at everything
I would help but I just don’t sometimes
Like a simple decoration for a human to better person
With you I could help
To everything that is hard but I need help also
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To be a good person, I gone from when I lost my family members
To until now
Seen in the spring and the river with geese
I felt so happy and calm
Id like to go home
When I came here
Because I’ve overcome negative all the time
And I look forward to because of its not good if you live in the past

-Tuniq
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I gone from a place where I went
The rehabilitation centre
To work on what I have done
Seen to be difficult, but trying
I’d like to go to a place where I’d be free
When I was at the rehabilitation centre
Because I’ve overcome
to enjoy one bit of everything
And I look forward to be great

-Tuniq
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I want to be a wolf so I could do everything
And as the sun so I’ll be everywhere
I sense my heart with the beautiful heartbeat
You look at the moon to bring back your pieces of heart
The moon fills with spotlights
I like it because it reminds me that I’m a spotlight
I name the peaceful heart
I hear it as a motivation to finish my good old pain
Inside me I’m broken like the glass of a window
They keep me strong so I could smile again
Still finding my pieces of hearts

-Stevie
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I’ve gone from heavy
To lightest
Seen it with my eyes
I felt it with my heart
I’d like to go to a brighter place
To get to my distance
Because I’ve overcome my young life to become a young man
And I look forward to make my life story with brightness

-Stevie
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A time I was surprised, when my mother left us in the heaviest
place
A time I was lost, when I couldn’t speak to my heart in a healthy
way
A time I felt happy, when I realized that I didn’t just give up on this
miserable
Something I love to see, I love to see Northern Lights during the
toughest days
My favourite place, the land that doesn’t judge my feelings
A time I felt free, the time I felt free when I was 100km away from
everyone
A time I was hurt when I didn’t trust my heart
Something I look forward to, making my life understandable for
myself

-Stevie
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If you can walk through the pain
When it hurts and if you can trust yourself to not fall down
But remember it will keep coming by every single second and
If you can let it sit there and facing it, eventually it will become
normal
If you don’t like yourself and if you don’t love yourself and
If you’re not thankful for your braveness and if you don’t
See it in you, look deeper inside of you until you see it or
You will end up thinking you’re lonely and it will tear you apart so
deep

-Stevie
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Biography Poem

I love to help my grandpa to go camping
I don’t like when I don’t help my family
Camping in my home town
I wishes to meet someone who l don’t know
I’m not scared of someone at all
I dreams of my grandpa when we go camping
No mater what I well help the elder
I’m proud of my family
I live in Nunavik.

-Elijah
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When I grow up

I will be hunter with my cousin
Good man and help someone who’s not feeling good
I was born to talk loud and I was born to do whatever I want
Finish what they have to finish
and we don’t need to think about it
Some one who needs help
We need it too

-Elijah
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If

If you go home to help your family,
you gotta finish what you gotta do
When I can do what you want to do to get help
but if it’s too hard I’m not gonna do it
If you can trust someone and you can trust someone who’s nice
or trust people
But you need to try to work what you have to work
and when your done your work you don’t need to think about it
-Elijah
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